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emphasized speaking entirely in private capacity as friend

CG

Following publication in Sunday's Diario de Noticias of Politis

story on reported invitation by Nixon to Lacerda, Furtado,

Kubitschek, etc. to advise him on Alliance for Progress

-money-j Padilha had received many calls and inquiries.

Said of course he did not credit the story with validity, but in

view of known close contacts between Politis and Lacerda, many

for Embassy to communicate with the GOB informally, inform-
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Palace", that he had had closer ties with former government.

Chairman Foreign Affair s Committee Padilha. Latter

-Nevertheless, /he thought he understood present group group

-ing them that the story had no hasis in fact. Alternatively, he

of Embassy and USGovernment. Said he was not "man of the

were concerned about it. He therefore thought it would be wise

1. At his request, Emboffs Low and DeWitt called on
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said perhaps someone in Nixon’s staff in New York might want to set

seemed worthwhile to deny each one, but Padilha repeated that

he thought this should be handled as a special case.

understanding by Politis of Lacerda comment concerning his

conversation with Nixon in which latter may have said something

like he was always interested in views of prominent Brazilians.

Department and Nixon staff and inquire whether story might

have any basis in recent activity.

LOW
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' While this may be the case, origin of story could be quite

2. Padilha supposed that this report might be based on mis-

the record clear. Low commented that social columns filled

different. From this vantage point, I recommend article and

rk\-
reaction be reported promptly^ to Washington in order inform
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largely with fofaka. were agfexaaxixsg all the time and that it hardly


